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\b s tr iic l U s ing  the concept o f  c rit ic a l state mcutel and se lf-organ ized  c rit ic a lity  o f  vo itex  m otion , we have developed a m odel lo i / / ( . / ) ,
aciiwition energy fo i ih e im a lly  a c liva lcd  flux  .ivalanchc m h igh-iem peiatiirc  superconductor A dynam ic ciossovci between ih t l lu \  avalanches and 
.1 pme Iheim ally  activated reg im e fo r U{J)  is investigated The  inaxim iiin  value ol the dnvm g foice lesponsible lo r Ihc im al activation is shown to be 
/ / /  •. 0 nf)5 W e also have the conespond ing  expiessions foi le laxation current 7 (0  and charactei istic le laxa lio n  tim e r
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1. Introduction
IVrsistent supcrcurrenls in high-7' ,^ materials, decay 11 j in lime. 
The time decay o f supercurrenl or dis.sipalion (due to transport 
current ) is thought to be originated by the thermally activated 
motion of magnetic flux [21 inside the superconductor.
Theotetical idea o f this phenomenon was first described by 
Anderson and Kim [3] (A-K), introducing the concept of thermal 
activation which is proportiimal to the rate cxp^  ’U ( J J, 
where U(J) is the activation energy, the Boltzmann constant 
and r, the absolute temperature. This process leads to a 
redistribution o f  flux lines or vortices (both flux and circulating 
currents) and hence o f  current loops associated with the 
magnetic moment which decay in time (so-called magnetic 
relaxation).
The standard flux creep mcxiel o f Anderson and Kim assumes 
a linear dependence o f the activation energy U  on J  given by 
[241
(1)
where y is the critical current density at which the barrier U(J)  
'^ ‘inishes [In fact, in the critical state |5 ], the barrier vanishes 
thus the current density J  is equal to 7^  |.
Larison and coworkers |6 | pointed out that thef/(7) linear 
relationship is applicable only when J  -  and valid tor
the thermally activated relaxation processes. This linear 
approximation seems to be unsatisfactory for high-lempcralure 
superconductors. In general, the effective tlux-pinning potentials 
16,71 U U )  should be a nonlinear function o f current density 7.
Zunmg Wang and Donglu Shi |8 | propo.sed a model o f  
thermally activated flux avalanche dynamics for both high-7' 
and conventional type-II superconductors using Maley method 
(91. They showed that the flux motion is always thermally 
activated. But at large driving force (at large 7), the flux motion 
is dominated by avalanche dynamics and at low driving force 
(at small 7 ) ,  the thermally activated flux avalanche effects are 
significantly reduced and the flux motion characteristics change 
to slow creep which is de.scribcd by the A-K model. Thus, one 
can expect a dynamic crossover between the flux avalanches 
and a pure thermally activated regime. We have estimated the 
maximum value o f the driving force responsible for thermal 
activation, using the concept o f selforganized criticality (SOC) 
on the flux creep model.
2. t/-J relationship for thermal avalanche
The activation energy V  asscxriated with the thermally activated 
vortex motion model assumes to be current dependent. To
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establish a relation for U - J ,  we use critical state model on flux 
dynamics.
Chao Tang 110| proposed an equation for flux motion velocity 
by taking into account both thermal activation and avalanche­
like dynam ics. He points out that flux m otion is originally  
thermally activated, but the sub-sequent dynamics is governed 
by avalanches. The flux motion velocity is determined by two 
factors, namely, the flux hopping rate (in time scale) and the flux 
avalanche (in length scale). The flux motion velocity is written 
as
V  =  (OS, (2)
where the flux hopping rate is given by A-K model [4|
ft> = cUoexp. - - ^ ( 1 - y / y , ) 
k „ T (3)
and the characteristic size for avalanche (SOC-like systemf 11]) 
as
s ^ s , . { \ - J / J j \ (4)
Therefore, the flux motion velocity for thermal avalanche is 
written as
U,,
V  =  (0, s ,  (1 -  J / J , ) - “ exp. -  (1 -  J / J , )'
k p T ' (5)
The parameters a  and /? are exponent constant related to 
each other by the relation (cf.Ref.l 8]), a  = j S - l .
Assum ing that the activation energy is originally thermally 
activated over the pinning barrier U (J ) ,  the velocity o f  vortex 
motion (cf.R efs.[5 ,12]) for thermal avalanche (taking forward 
hopping only) can also be written as
V  =  V o C x p [ - U , i , ( J ) / k p T \ , (6)
where is the effective activation energy for thermally
activated flux avalanches. Here, we identify Vq(=  is the 
maximum velocity o f  vortex motion for which = 0 at
J  = 7^ ., the Bean critical state model [5]. This concept gives us 
effective activation energy for thermal-avalanche;
f  + ( X k p T \ r ^ { i - J | J , )
■^ kpT\n{V^ I(OQS,) (7)
The first term represents the energy for thermal activation 
and second term represents the activation energy for avalanche 
effect. The last term represents the activation energy due to 
combined effect o f  thermally activated flux avalanches. Now, if  
we compare this with the result obtained by Wang and S hi|8],
we have Vq = where represent the average hopp,n„ 
distance when avalanches are considered.
The quantity defined by the eqs. (3 - 7) depends on 7, 
current d en sity . A cco rd in g  to the cr itica l state model 
(A  ) = 0 ^he forgoing equatioas, th is
occurs only when a  0, 1. This corresponds to the
maximum velocity o f  the vortex motion for thermal avalanche 
given by
Equating , the effective activation enerj s^ tor
thermal avalanche [cq.(7)I now becom es
(•/) -  -  J / J .  f  + */|7- ln(l -  J I J , )“ . (^ )l
The activation energy is now well separated. The first t c u n  
represents the activation energy for thermal effects and the  
second term represents the activation energy for pure Iko 
avalanches.
For sm all driving force, JjJ^ « 1 ,  eq. (9) can he 
approximated as
where
Y ( T )  =  p  +  (X k p r U a ' .
(lOi
(111
From eq.( 11), it is clear that for a  =  0.5 and = 1.5 (cf. Rci 
[8]), the maximum value o f the driving force h)r thermal activation 
is J/J^  < 0 .6 6 5  provided that a k p T U ^ ^  «  1. The remaining? 
part is responsible for avalanche effect which is experimeniallv 
unobservable [8J.
3. Expressions for relaxation current J{t)
The basic equation governing the decay o f  current J  can be 
written as [13-15]
d j l d t  =  A e x p ^ - U ^ g ( J ) / k p T ^  (12)
where is a constant depending on the geom etry o f the 
superconducting samples.
To evaluate J ( t ) ,  w e use eqs. (12) and (7) for thermally 
activated flux avalanche:
c u ! d t  =  A  exp [ ln (W o iv /V o )-{ ln (l - y / y , . ) “
(13)
To get the result obtained by Wang and Shi [8], w e replace 
a  =  P ~  \ and integration o f  eq. (13) yields
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exp {(f/o/A-/)(» -  = (-fJoAtOoS, tJrkpTV,)pt  + C .
(14)
To evaluate the integration constant C, using the argument 
uee next section 4] at time t = 0 which corresponds to the critical 
\uie. Jd) -  -/fO) -  the unrclaxed current and eq. (14) implies
:: I The final result for7(t) is therefore:
m  = J, - J ,[ (kpT /U o) \n{ l  + P t /T ) f" .  (15)
X -- d- J , k p T i O Q S , . ,  (Vo =(OqS,). (16)
Here, r  represents the characteristic relaxation time for 
(heimal-avalanche.
For dynamic crossover, we use eqs.(12) and (10) for small 
;driving force and the final result is
k T \  1
J(t)^ J, -  J , \ \ ^  InO + yz/T *)!, (17)
vihere y{T) -  {3-  ^ as before and the characteristic
rdaxation time is
- ^ 0M l  u  |. I ' 2:1. (18)
Using eqs.(l) and (12) and the proceeding as before, we
ln(l + f/T ')F
r'^d'^J,.kpTj4UoHa}„s,., (x„ ^s,.).
(19)
(20)
Here, r '  represents the characteristic relaxation time for pure 
fieimal activation.
Discussion and conclusion*
have a phenomenological expression for the effective 
l^’livaiion energy u  j having two parts: (i) a pure thermal 
Mivation and (ii) avalanche<like dynamics. Our choice of the 
parameters VJ, = , identify the part of ( j )
X)nsible for thermally activated and avalanchc-like dynamics. 
" tnaximum value of the driving force responsible for thermal 
privation is shown to be J/J^, < 0.665. The relation (cf. Ref.[8J) 
0 - ] ,  clearly demonstrated here for the dynamic crossover 
flux avalanches and a pure thermal activation. For pure 
activation, a  0, j8 —» I , and (j )  are linear as
ppected in the A-K model [3]. Similar argument holds for the 
pxation current J(t).
We have calculated the relaxation current J(t) for the 
corresponding V{J), Our prcx'edure for the time evaluation of 
flux distribution or current relaxation is based on the framework 
of Bean critical state model [5|. The basic assumption of the 
critical state model is that a superconductor is capable of 
sustaining 'virtually' loss-less currents up to a critical current 
density 7 , but not beyond this. So, the loss-less current means 
unreleased current and we can define it at the initial time t = 0, 
7(0 = 7 . If the current flowing throughout the entire sample is 
7 , this IS .said to be in a 'critical state' As the flux rushes in, the 
flux profile relaxes and the current density is no longer critical 
but decays as time progresses.
At time t = 0, upon application of a static applied field //, a 
flux profile is set up consistent with static equilibrium, which 
implies = 0 and indicates that there exists no barrier for
flux motion. So at the critical state, t -  0 ,7(/) = 7 and = 0. 
Thik criterion has been used to evaluate the integration constant 
C|xec eq. (14)| m deriving the eqs. (15), (17) and (19).
We have obtained the characteristic relaxation times r ' , r  
and r * tt superconducting slab sample of thickness *d' in a 
competitive way (see Refs. 18,13-15]) The new parameter y 
related to the exponent constants a  and [i, depends on 
temperature. At very low temperature, y ™> [i and becomes 
unity for pure thermal activation. 71ie parameter r*  can be 
approximated numerically. For the sample Bi 2:2:1:2 rejxirted by 
Wang and Shi [8], taking = a0 2 7 cV , a  -  0.5, p  = 1.5 and
ki,T = \ m 2 x [ 0 ~ \ V  ; f o r 7 =  12K,wehave Y = 1.519. The 
characteristic relaxation time r  * found to be 1.26 x 10^ s, lor 
T = 100s.
In conclusion, our proposed model of U(.I) is consistent 
with the result obtained by Wang and Shi (8|. We confirm the 
relation a ~  p ~ \ .  for dynamic crossover and estimated the 
maximum value of the driving force responsible for thermal 
activation. Evaluation of 7(/), rand r  * ( «  r )  are consistent 
with other observations (13-15).
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